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Chapter 684 Will You Be Back After Going to the Hidden Clan? 

“No, I think your plan is just fine. Think about it—everything you are doing now is for me, whereas Zac 

and the others have let down their guard as they think you’re dead. You will be able to handle 

everything with ease when you counterattack. I am even starting to yearn to have a better life between 

us.” 

Veronica often had dreams that she and Matthew would stay together until the end of their lives, living 

simple and ordinary days as a loving couple. 

“I am glad you are saying this,” Matthew murmured. He was extremely touched by her. 

“Alright, now. Come sit down. Let’s eat together.” 

After Veronica pulled him to sit down, the two began to chat while eating. 

The suite’s heavy drapes were drawn, and with its dimly lit yellow lights, the room looked as dark as 

night from outside. 

The vigilant couple wanted to do everything with utmost care and attention to detail. 

“Right, you haven’t told me how you managed to stay alive after you were hit by the bullet.” 

had left so hastily the last time that Veronica didn’t even have time to ask him in 

of the wedding, and the car did fall into the river. But I didn’t die after falling into the water. I managed 

to escape and 

the prawn into her mouth before chewing it carefully. With a sly look in her moist 

she was sure that everything was planned 

a hundred times during the years he strived in the business world if a gun fight 

had only got to 

man in Bloomstead, Matthew Kings 

would be more amazing if he really 

a glass of red wine while listening to her words, a small smile graced his sharp features. “My woman is 

so clever. I wonder if that is a good 

a good thing,” 

“Not necessarily.” 

you say 

be able to hide from your sharp eyes if 

He succeeded at making her 



didn’t think he would still be in the mood for jokes at a time like 

 


